Yamaha blaster bolt pattern

Bolt patterns can be 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 or 10 lug holes. A bolt circle of 5 x 4. There are four important
measurements that are used to categorize and identify a wheel for fitment purposes. If there is
an EVEN number of lugs: Measure center-to-center on lugs directly across from each other.
Alloy wheels should always be installed using a torque wrench ensuring proper mount. Check
your vehicle owner manual for specifications. Hub Center Bore: Relates to the center hole in the
wheel that centers the wheel on the hub of the car. Since most wheels are mass produced, they
have a large center bore to accommodate several different vehicles. If this is the case, it is
recommended that you use a hub ring. Hub rings are hard plastic or metal ring that fits between
the wheel and the vehicle. This centers the wheel perfectly on the hub ensuring that there is no
run out when the wheel is installed on to the vehicle. Wheel offset is the distance from the
mounting surface of the wheel to the true center line of the rim. This in effect brings the tire in to
the fender well more. This will cause the tire to stick out away from the vehicle. This information
is accurate to the best of our knowledge. No warranties or guarantees are expressed or implied
as to the accuracy of the information provided on this site. Use of this site constitutes your
agreement to these terms. Select Make Wheel Dimensions There are four important
measurements that are used to categorize and identify a wheel for fitment purposes. Rim
Diameter The actual diameter of the wheel at the point where the tire bead seats NOT the outer
lip of the rim. Rim Width Measure from the inside of the outer lip at the bead seating point to the
inner lip. Back Spacing From the inside of the wheel at the point where it contacts the hub,
brake drum or axle flange to the inside edge lip of the wheel. Bolt Pattern The measured
diameter of an imaginary circle formed by the centers of the wheel lugs or bolt holes. Wheel
Offset Wheel offset is the distance from the mounting surface of the wheel to the true center line
of the rim. Stud Size. Minimum Thread Engagement turns. Because of the Blaster's initial low
price tag, it sold in large numbers for many years [ citation needed ]. Its two-stroke engine is
easily modified by enthusiasts and a large aftermarket now exists for the quad. A range of
add-ons are readily available from simple bolt on exhausts and suspension parts to complete
aftermarket frames and larger displacement engines. The heavily finned, air-cooled Blaster
engine has roots from a water-cooled machine yamaha dt , as evidenced by the plugged water
pump casting on the right side of the engine. The yamaha dt engine shares the same engine
case and side covers. It is possible to use parts from all of these bikes and build an all-Yamaha
water-cooled Blaster engine, or one can simply swap the engines since the engine mounts are
nearly identical. They actually used to sell a liquid cooled head and radiator that was a direct
bolt on to the yamaha blaster from golden west cycle. Not many of those kits were sold due to
the price ,lack of water pump and being cost effective. In there was a minor change of the rear
tail light to a multi-function tail light and brake light. For the model year the Blaster was updated
with a re-styled front nose, and the headlight assembly was moved down from the handlebars to
the nose, and an all around lighter machine for greater performance. The problematic
mechanical rear and front drum brakes were replaced by dual hydraulic disc brakes in both the
front and rear. Because of U. The Blaster is closer in performance to the Yamaha Raptor cc.
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PDF Printable version. Add links. Independent Double Wishbone, 7. The kit will fit stock arms
with some slack and extended A-Arms just right. The Legacy Series are based upon our
previous generation technology with steel shock body, external reservoirs and basic
adjustments. They are ideal to upgrade or replace the stock shocks on older ATVs or for riders
on a budget looking for an affordable solution. Model of ATV. Type of A-arms. Rear swing arm
shock linkage Stock or type. Rider Weight In full Gear. These Precision Steering stabilizers have
full adjustability, impact damping, and full billet mounting for superior strength. Pro Model has a
built in reservoir to allow for thermal expansion and a stronger linkage, stem clamp, and lever.
Without the bars being jerked, the quad's movement is felt in the foot-pegs as the quad kicks
left to right. This allows the rider to keep balance and position over the quad by just lifting a leg
as the peg rises. The Stage 5 shocks are our top-end model featuring High-Flow technology,
ultra-lightweight design and low-friction internal components. They are ideal for racers and
enthusiasts who are looking for maximum performance and total control over all suspension
parameters without compromise. Year of ATV. Type of A-arms standard or Long Travel. It will fit
on stock or LSR axles. Yamaha Blaster T. Designworks Slide-N-Guide Kit. The Lone Star Racing
Axcalibar Pro Racing Axles are one of the most highly recommended axles on the market for
both racers and recreational riders. The axles are built from a special stainless material so you

no longer have to worry about chrome chipping or rust. Axcalibar axles are easy to install and
vastly improve the stability of your ATV while providing extraordinary strength and radiant
looks. Axle is fully adjustable for each riders needs. Bearing Carriers are complete, ready to
drop in and ride. They come complete with heavy duty double row bearings, seals, and a steel
center tube. They feature sealed bearings that are pre-greased and fully rebuild-able. The Stage
4 shocks offer the performance of our latest technology in a package that is more accessible
and easier to use. They are ideal for racers and weekend warriors who are looking for
high-performance shocks with great adjustability of key parameters. Baja Designs' latest LED
light bar comes with a few new perks! This pattern is not suitable for driving. Lighting Zone 7.
The Stage 3 model is derived directly from our top-end Stage 5 model, with which it shares most
of the same components. It features a single external compression adjustment knob that
controls the low-speed compression damping that is combined with an internal high-speed
blow-off circuit which relieves peak pressure upon impacts to achieve race-level performance in
a package that is more accessible and easier to adjust. All shocks are built to order and are
non-returnable. It comes with the front needle bearings and uses all other OEM components. It
has optional skid plate mounts but will always come with a mount for a Banshee style rear chain
guide. It will come with a round style billet bearing housing and brake plate. It is amazing how
much difference our Stage 1 can make on your ATV. Even if you just cruise along at moderate
speed, these shocks will erase the bumps and get rid of the vibration so you can ride
comfortably and in perfect control. However, the more you press the throttle, the more your
Stage 1 shocks will come alive and make a night-and-day difference to the handling and
performance of your ATV. Close menu. Log in. Close cart. Instagram Facebook. Quick view.
E-Brake Block Off Plate. Steel Braided Rear Brake Line. Billet Brake Line Clamps. Precision
Racing Steering Stabilizer. Elka Stage 5 Rear Shock. Elka Stage 5 Front Shocks. Yamaha Blaster
Billet Sprocket hub. Yamaha Blaster Billet Locknut. Yamaha Blaster Billet Bearing Housing. Elka
Stage 4 Rear Shock. Elka Stage 3 Front Shocks. Yamaha Blaster Swing Arm. Elka Stage 4 Front
Shocks. Elka Stage 1 Front Shocks. Close esc. Shipping calculated at checkout. The plate uses
the OEM hardware. Parts Stock. Some products could have a lead time of 10 weeks or more. We
also have distributors that might have the part you are looking for in stock and we can point you
in that directions. Universal kit will fit all models unless listed separately. Adjust the center
stiffer than the sides or the sides stiffer than the center. If conditions are slippery or loose: Firm
up the center and soften up the sides. This will help you steer into your slide quicker and then
the stabilizer will catch the back of the quad as it goes toward center reducing fishtailing. Want
more stability when going fast and straight and less resistance when turning? You can easily
tune the Precision Stabilizer to your liking. If purchased for LSR stem it will come with anti-vibe
hardware to make it work. Will only fit Lone Star Racing swing arms. Fits UP models. Factory 6
bolt pattern. The rollers in this kit are for the stock style mounting pins. Rollers will not work on
damaged pins! The Lonestar Racing Billet Locknut is designed to replace the two stock steel
locking nuts with one Billet Aluminum unit that has double pinch bolts and is threaded to fit all
Stock or Axcalibar Racing Axles. Will fit stock or LSR axles Will only fit aftermarket round
housing swing arms. The Stage 3 is our most popular shock model and it can turn your ATV
into a real performance machine with true sports capabilities The Stage 3 model is derived
directly from our top-end Stage 5 model, with which it shares most of the same components.
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